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Status of SS&D Safety Review for WG31BI and WG41B1 in
WEBFREX3 and WEBFREX3ES Beta Ray Sensor Product Lines
Alston & Bird Reference No. 048546/387545

Dear Eric:
Based upon the discussions we had during our meeting of September 13, 2011,
with Cynthia and you, I was left with the impression that a preliminary draft of the
certificate ready to go into final review was imminent-i.e., that the draft would be
issued at least in time for Yokogawa to announce at the show they were participating in
the week of September 26 that the device was in the final stages of approval.
When I spoke to you following the show you had indicated a need for additional
information, which I believe we promptly responded to. I am now in the position of
meeting with the Chief Executive Officer of Yokogawa Corporation of America
tomorrow to report on the status of approval of the certificate for the device.
Unfortunately, I am left with no better response than the certificate has not yet been
issued, and we have no indication of when approval will be forthcoming.
I do understand that you have been busy and the resources at GDNR prevent
approval of new device certificates from being issued with any greater priority. But I
would like to add that the application materials for the device were submitted
approximately one year ago and there is still no indication when the review will be
completed. Furthermore, Yokogawa, having offices in Newnan, Georgia, where sales
and service of this device would be facilitated are depending upon the commercial
success of this device to improve their competitive position in the United States.
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As I have offered in the past, I am available to meet with you and go through the
application in detail if this would help expedite the review. I am available anytime
beginning next week to do so. Please advise when we can arrange perhaps several days
to do so.
Best regards.
Sincerely,

Todd M. Hess
TMH:llr
cc:

Nobuya Horiguchi

